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T
rapped on island habitats made
smaller by rising seas, Indonesia’s
Komodo dragons were listed as

“endangered” yesterday, in an update of
the wildlife Red List that also warned
overfishing threatens nearly two-in-five
sharks with extinction. About 28 percent
of the 138,000 species assessed by the
International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) for its survival watchlist
are now at risk of vanishing in the wild for-
ever, as the destructive impact of human
activity on the natural world deepens.
But the latest update of the Red List for
Threatened Species also highlights the
potential for restoration, with four com-
mercially fished tuna species pulling back
from a slide towards extinction after a
decade of efforts to curb overexploitation.
The most spectacular recovery was seen
in the Atlantic bluefin tuna, which leapt
from “endangered” across three cate-
gories to the safe zone of “least concern”.
The species-a mainstay of high-end sushi
in Japan-was last assessed in 2011.
“These Red List assessments demon-
strate just how closely our lives and liveli-
hoods are intertwined with biodiversity,”
IUCN Director General Bruno Oberle said
in a statement.

‘Clarion call’ 
A key message from the IUCN

Congress, taking place in the French city
of Marseille, is that disappearing species
and the destruction of ecosystems are no
less existential threats than global warm-
ing. At the same time, climate change
itself is casting a darker shadow than ever
before on the futures of many species,
particularly endemic animals and plants
that live uniquely on small islands or in
certain biodiversity hotspots.

Komodo dragons-the world’s largest
living lizards-are found only in the World

Heritage-listed Komodo National Park and
neighboring Flores. The species “is
increasingly threatened by the impacts of
climate change” said the IUCN: rising sea
levels are expected to shrink its tiny habi-
tat at least 30 percent over the next 45
years. Outside of protected areas, the
fearsome  throwbacks are also rapidly
losing ground as humanity’s footprint
expands. “The idea that these prehistoric
animals have moved one step closer to
extinction due in part to climate change is
terrifying,” said Andrew Terry,
Conservation Director at the Zoological

Society of London. Their decline is a “clar-
ion call for nature to be placed at the heart
of all decision making” at crunch UN cli-
mate talks in Glasgow, he added.

‘An alarming rate’ 
The most comprehensive survey of

sharks and rays ever undertaken, mean-
while, revealed that 37 percent of 1,200
species evaluated are now classified as
directly threatened with extinction, falling
into one of three categories: “vulnerable,”
“endangered,” or “critically endangered”.
That’s a third more species at risk than

only seven years ago, said Simon Fraser
University Professor Nicholas Dulvy, lead
author of a study published on Monday
underpinning the Red List assessment.

“The conservation status of the group
as a whole continues to deteriorate, and
overall risk of extinction is rising at an
alarming rate,” he told AFP. Five species
of sawfish-whose serated snouts get tan-
gled in cast off fishing gear-and the iconic
shortfin mako shark are among those
most threatened. Chondrichthyan fish, a
group made up mainly of sharks and rays,
“are important to ecosystems, economies

and cultures,” Sonja Fordham, president
of Shark Advocates International and co-
author of the upcoming study, told AFP.

“By not sufficiently limiting catch, we’re
jeopardizing ocean health and squander-
ing opportunities for sustainable fishing,
tourism, traditions and food security in the
long term.” The Food and Agriculture
Organization reports some 800,000 tons
of sharks caught-intentionally or oppor-
tunistically-each year, but research sug-
gests the true figure is two to four times
greater.

Conservation tracker 
The IUCN on Saturday also officially

launched its “green status”-the first global
standard for assessing species recovery
and measuring conservation impacts. “It
makes the invisible work of conservation
visible,” Molly Grace, a professor at the
University of Oxford and Green Status co-
chair, said at a press conference yester-
day. The new yardstick measures the
extent to which species are depleted or
recovered compared to their historical
population levels, and assesses the effec-
tiveness of past and potential future con-
servation actions. Efforts to halt extensive
declines in numbers and diversity of ani-
mals and plants have largely failed.

In 2019 the UN’s biodiversity experts
warned that a million species are on the
brink of extinction-raising the specter that
the planet is on the verge of its sixth mass
extinction event in 500 million years. “The
red list status shows that we’re on the
cusp of the sixth extinction event,” the
IUCN’s Head of Red List Unit Craig
Hilton-Taylor told AFP. “If the trends carry
on going upward at that rate, we’ll be fac-
ing a major crisis soon.” — AFP

(From left) Spanish actor Javier Bardem, US actress Zendaya, Swedish actor Stellan Skarsgard, Taiwanese actor Chang Chen, US actor Oscar
Isaac, Britih actress Sharon Duncan-Brewster, French US actor Timothee Chalamet, Swedish actress Rebecca Ferguson, Canadian director
Denis Villeneuve, US actor Dave Bautista and US actor Josh Brolin arrive for the screening of the film ìDuneî presented out of competition dur-
ing the 78th Venice Film Festival at Venice Lido. — AFP

H
ollywood star Kristen Stewart may
be no stranger to the paparazzi, but
after playing Princess Diana on the

silver screen she feels that no one can
understand what it felt like to be her. New
movie “Spencer” premiered at the Venice
Film Festival on Friday, with Stewart the
latest actor to play Diana, whose marriage
to Britain’s Prince Charles ended in scan-
dal and divorce. The princess later died in
a Paris car crash in 1997, after fleeing
photographers. The film focuses on her
decision to flee the pressures of the royal
family and take control of her own life at a
key juncture in the early 1990s.

“She was the most famous woman in
the world, she was the most pho-
tographed woman in the whole world,”
Stewart told journalists ahead of the pre-
miere. “I have tasted a high level of that,
but really kind of nowhere near that mon-
umental, symbolic representation of an
entire group of people, an entire country-
and the world,” she said. “I can relate but I
don’t think anyone can understand what
that felt like,” said Stewart, of the royal
family’s claustrophobic watch over Diana,
who was expected to bend to protocol
and was powerless to make her own deci-
sions.

In taking on the role, Stewart joins a
long list of actors who have sought to cap-
ture the spirit of the royal, most recently
Emma Corrin, who this year won a
Golden Globe for her portrayal in season
four of Netflix’s “The Crown”. Early
reviews for “Spencer” were enthusiastic,
with Variety trade magazine calling it
“magnificent” and ScreenDaily calling

Stewart’s performance “brittle, tender,
sometimes playful and not a little uncan-
ny”. Stewart, wrote The Telegraph, “will be
instantly and justifiably awards-tipped for
this”.

‘True tragedy’ 
The new film, which is competing for

the top Golden Lion award at Venice, was
directed by Chilean Pablo Larrain and is
described from the outset as “a fable from
a true tragedy”. It tracks the princess over
three days at Christmas when the royal
family is assembled at Queen Elizabeth’s
private residence at Sandringham. We
first see Diana at the wheel on a rambling
country road-lost, as it turns out, and late
for Christmas Eve lunch at the castle.
Tensions with Prince Charles (Jack
Farthing) are at their peak, after the heir
to the throne has gifted his wife the same
pearl necklace offered to his mistress,
Camilla Parker Bowles. As played by
Stewart, Diana’s misery is palpable. But
more revealing is the inner radiance and
sparkle we see when Diana is alone with
her children, the young princes William
and Harry.—AFP G

iant worms and inter-planetary bat-
tles rocked the Venice Film Festival
on Friday as “Dune”, one of the

most hotly anticipated blockbusters in
years, finally landed for its world premiere.
It brought several gondolas worth of stars
to the city’s glitzy Lido island, with fans
packing the waterfront for a glimpse of
Timothee Chalamet, Zendaya, Oscar
Isaac, Josh Brolin and Javier Bardem.
Based on a landmark of sci-fi literature
about warring clans fighting for control of
a desert planet, the film boasts a $165-
million budget and a critically adored
director in Canadian Denis Villeneuve.

With its release delayed nearly a year
by COVID, anticipation had reached a
fever pitch. No one could deny the sheer
spectacle of its massive world-building
sets and pulsating soundtrack, which
locals said was rattling nearby windows
on the Lido. In a five-star review, The
Guardian said the “slow-burn space opera
fuses the arthouse and the multiplex to
create an epic of otherworldly brilliance”.
But some critics quibbled with the story-
telling, with many miffed that this was only
“Part One” of the story.

“An awful lot of what we’re watching
feels like laborious setup for a hopefully
more gripping film to come,” said The
Hollywood Reporter. Chalamet told
reporters the experience had been “the
honour of a lifetime.” “I hope we get to do
a second one, that would be a dream.”

‘A physical experience’ 
Through hits like “Sicario” and “Arrival”,

Villeneuve has put himself alongside
Christopher Nolan as one of the few
directors who can deliver deadly serious
cinema that also pulls in the punters. He
has previously proved his worth to sci-fi
fans with “Blade Runner 2049”, a lauded
sequel to the Ridley Scott classic. The
build-up has not been all roses, however.
Villeneuve has clashed with Warner Bros.
over its decision to release the film on
streaming platforms at the same time as
cinemas.

At the press conference on Friday, he
pleaded with audiences to see it on the
big screen. “It has been dreamed,
designed, shot thinking IMAX,” he said.
“The sound and everything-it’s a physical
experience, we designed it to be as
immersive as possible.” But he said the
toughest issue lay elsewhere. “The
biggest challenge of making this movie
was to deal with and master Timothee’s
hair. It’s alive!” Villeneuve said.

Giant worms 
Set many millennia in the future,

“Dune” follows the tribal battles for control
of “spice”, a powerful resource only found
on the planet of Arrakis, which also hap-
pens to be infested with giant worms. The

brainchild of author Frank Herbert, “Dune”
was first published in 1965 and became a
six-volume space opera of massive influ-
ence, not least on “Star Wars”. Brolin said
he was proud they had matched the
vision from the books, recounting the
experience of showing the film to a long-
time fan. “He started screaming at the top
of his lungs: ‘That’s what I saw as a kid.’
When you see that kind of reaction, you
realise it hit someone on a very visceral
level,” Brolin said.

‘Ahead of his time’ 
Fans have long praised the book’s

visionary edge, anticipating debates over
global warming and the impact of tech-
nology. “The author was ahead of his
time, already concerned about what the
world was heading towards,” said
Bardem when asked about its environ-
mental concerns. Despite its ready-made
audience and clear cinematic potential,
previous transfers to film have been
famously difficult. One attempt by cult
Franco-Chilean filmmaker Alejandro
Jodorowsky fell apart after four years of
work in the 1970s.

Another attempt by horror auteur
David Lynch in the 1980s turned into an
expensive flop, though it still has its fans.
“I love that version and I watched it about
two months before shooting,” Chalamet
said. “But when Denis Villeneuve asks
you to do a movie, you forget all that and
make yourself humble to the source
material.”— AFP

Cumberbatch
says Netflix vital
for cinema in
‘uncertain time’

B
ritish star Benedict Cumberbatch
said Thursday he was “thrilled” over
Netflix’s role in the film industry, but

added that streaming services still had to
support cinemas. The “Sherlock” and
“Doctor Strange” star was at the Venice
film festival where his latest, Netflix-backed
movie “The Power of the Dog” is compet-
ing for the Golden Lion. “We live in a very
uncertain time,” he told AFP. “We’re a vari-
ant-hair’s breadth away from all this-being
in a cinema-not being possible again.

“I’m kind of thrilled that we have some-

body who’s going to get the work seen.
Netflix are very supportive of a film industry
that involves creatives at every level and
also at the end, a cinematic release-for a
period of time.” As cinemas reopen in many
countries after pandemic-induced closures,
Hollywood has been deeply torn over
whether to keep releasing films on stream-
ing services alongside traditional theatre
releases. Cumberbatch’s Marvel co-star
Scarlett Johansson is suing Disney over its
decision to release superhero movie “Black
Widow” on its streaming service this sum-
mer, saying it cost her millions of dollars in
cinema revenue. Another major block-
buster, “Dune”, which premieres in Venice
on Friday, will also get a simultaneous
release on HBO Max.

‘The Power of the Dog’ 
Having spent $165 million on awe-inspir-

ing visual effects, “Dune” director Denis
Villeneuve recently described that decision
as “ridiculous”. “The best way I can com-
pare it is to drive a speedboat in your bath-
tub,” he told Total Film. Cumberbatch
agreed that streamers need to keep the

cinema experience alive, and said he was
confident that Netflix was striking the right
balance. “The people who work for Netflix
are all cineastes, we’re all filmmakers, we
all want to have that communal joy that
we’re hopefully going to have tonight,” he
said, speaking about the imminent pre-
miere of “The Power of the Dog”.

“Culturally, it’s really important for
streaming services to help nourish that. As

long as it really is happening and not their
version of greenwashing-I don’t know what
the phrase would be-as long as it’s not just
good talk, then great.” He added that, while
he was excited to be back at a film festival,
he had a bit of trouble seeing the Italian flag
after England’s traumatic World Cup final
loss earlier this summer. “(The premiere)
will be the most people I’ve been in a room
with, apart from the Wembley final, but we

don’t talk about that,” he said, laughing.
“I saw the Italian flag and I suddenly

had this weird depth-charge of sadness
go off in me from the last time I saw that
flag, which was when I also saw the St
George flag wrapped around people
drowned in rain, going home looking at
their shoe laces.”— AFP

(From left) US actress Kirsten Dunst, New Zealand’s director Jane Campion and British actor
Benedict Cumberbatch arrive for the screening of the film “The Power of the Dog” presented
in competition during the 78th Venice Film Festival. — AFP photos

British actor Benedict Cumberbatch arrives
for the screening of the film ‘The Power of
the Dog’ presented in competition during the
78th Venice Film Festival, at Venice Lido.

US actress Kristen Stewart arrives to the pier
of the Excelsior Hotel during the 78th Venice
Film Festival at Venice Lido. 

Chilean director Pablo Larrain and US actress
Kristen Stewart pose as they arrive for the
screening of the film ‘Spencer’ presented in
competition during the 78th Venice Film
Festival at Venice Lido. — AFP photos

In this file photograph a Komodo
Dragon searches the shore area of
Komodo island for prey. — AFP 


